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The second of these representations nationaUs took place on
the 21st of ApriL The result contrasted greatly with that
of the first one. Time was speeding on, and bringing with it
the consequences of the follies committed. The people began
to reflect: their leaders gare them circences, but without the
panem they had little inclination to enjoy them. Enthusiasm
had until then been the order of the day, but enthusiasm is
incompatible with hunger, and it was now at a low ebb. "We
will leave the partisans of le peuple to narrate the festive scene.
Symptoms of dissatisfaction are evident in the preamble of
this apologist of the new state of things, for he begins by ani-
madverting on the new name given to the house.
" "We have witnessed the second free performance at the
Theatre de la Republique. And wherefore Theatre de la
Eepublique ? "Was this flattery to the new form of govern-
ment that rules us very necessary? It seems to us there was
nothing monarchical in the fair name of Theatre Franpais.
Known throughout the world, illustrated by so many real
geniuses, by so many celebrated interpreters, it was almost
ingratitude on the part of the players to despoil it of this
great title. "Well, what is done can not be helped, and so
now for the Theatre de la Eepublique.
" The night before last was one of free performance. Mr.
Lockroy, the new manager, and the Minister of the Interior
have combined to invite the people every fortnight to occupy
the best seats, and see the works of the masters of the drama
acted by the former players in ordinary to the king. We had
expected to find the house filled from top to bottom, the feo^eB
adorned with happy faces full of astonishment at fesding i&esa-
selves there; we thought to have been elbowed ill the lobby
by the &lou*c and the bourgeroti, to have heard krad, hearty
peals of laughter, or frank, noisy, unstinted applause a£ the
pathetic parts of tfee pedbrBaanee- * TPe ibec<3 nothing of aS
this. In the first place, the boose was almost empty; the first
two rows of orchestra seats Ware fitted with the JEhfonts de
Paris; on nil the others were jsembers ef the provisional gov-
ernment, the chief functionaries, a number of the officers of
the Garde TJrbatne, and five or six members of the press; the
boxes -were partly occupied by inferior functionaries; scatter-

